
Occasional Tables — Everyday Conveniences
Put it all on the table.

Round out reception areas or lounge environments with Occasional 

Tables that both impress and serve. Use them in lobby areas to put the 

finishing touches on a great first impression. Or add tables to executive 

office spaces, or employee lounges and breakout areas for added comfort 

and convenience. Choose from a variety of shapes and styles made to suit 

every space.

Mayline’s® Occasional Tables complement surroundings and are designed 

to fit any functionality need.
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Occasional Tables 
A variety of styles and 
finishes to fit an array of 
spaces.

1.  Midnight Series. 
Impressive tables with Black granite tops 
and a Bourbon Cherry finish on bases. 
Available as sofa table, oval coffee table, 
and round end table. 

2.  Diamond Series. 
A classic aesthetic with tops that feature 
Cherry veneer and a diamond pattern in a 
Bourbon Cherry finish. Choose rectangular 
coffee table or square end table.

3.  Illusion Series. 
A reflection of good taste, our Illusion 
tables feature glass tops with Bourbon 
Cherry finished bases. Choose oval coffee 
table or round end table. 

4.  Even more to mix and match.  
A variety of coffee tables, sofa tables, 
and end tables are available in styles and 
finishes to match several of our casegood 
lines including Corsica®, Napoli®, Sorrento, 
Luminary, Sterling, and Cohere™.
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rapid
All models are available on both the Quick-
Ship and Fast Freight delivery programs with 
no quantity limitations.

coordinating
Our Occasional Tables complement many of 
our casegood lines. The selections not only 
accommodate traditional waiting areas and 
lobbies, but also lend added convenience to 
offices and teamwork spaces.

STERLING SERIES

ILLUSION SERIES COFFEE TABLE

DIAMOND SERIES SQUARE END TABLE
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